Cookie Policy
On the site http://www.basilianihotel.com ("Site") we use cookies to make it work properly
and improve the quality of the web navigation. This document gives the users detailed
information on cookies and on how it is possible to manage them.
What are Cookies?
Cookies are small text files sent from the website to the terminal (usually the
browser), where they are stored before being retransmitted to the same sites on the
same user following visit. During your browsing experience you may receive
cookies from different sites or web servers (third parties), which may contain
elements present on the site you are visiting (such as images, maps, sounds,
specific links to other web pages).
Cookies are used for different purposes, such as authentication procedures, storing
information about specific configurations and so on.
Cookies used on the site http://www.basilianihotel.com/
Technical Cookies
They are necessary to show specific parts of the website correctly. They can be of two
different categories:
- persistent cookies: after closing the browser they remain active for a limited pre-defined
period of time
- session cookies: they remain active only for the duration of the session
These cookies are sent only by our domain and are necessary to show the Site correctly.
Depending on the technical services offered, they will always be used, unless the user
modifies the browser settings (by doing this web pages may not be shown correctly)
Analytical Cookies
These cookies enable us to collect information on the web use. We may use this information
for anonymised statistical analyses or to improve the site performance. They gather
anonymised information on the user surfing experience. They are sent by the Site or by third
party domains. They may be considered as technical cookies if used directly by the site to
collect supplementary and anonymised information.
This Site do not use (and do not allow third parties to use) Google analysis tools to
monitor and gather personal information that may identify the user. In any case, if this
will be made possible in the future, we will carry out the IP anonymization in Analytics,
so that it won’t be possible for Google to associate the IP address to any other data or to
associate an IP address to the user’s identity.
The owner of the Site, Malve s.r.l, uses only the following technical cookies (that remain
active only for the duration of the session in order to keep the user session open):

Session Cookies

ID
 JSESSIONID
Third party cookies
Our Site do not use third parties cookies

How to disable cookies changing your browser cookies settings
Most browser (Internet Explorers, Firefox, Chrome, etc) are configured to accept cookies.
Anyway it is possible to control or disable cookies by modifying the browser settings. This may
compromise the site performance and/or limit the services offered. Third party cookies disabling
do not affect the site perfomance.
To disable cookies on Google Chrome
1.Open the Browser Chrome
2.Click ‘Menu’ in the browser toolbar next to the ‘url’ window
3. Select ‘Settings’
4. Click ‘Show Advanced Settings’
5. In the section ‘Privacy’, click ‘Content Settings’
6.In the section “Cookies” it is possible to modify the following settings
concerning cookies:
- allow data saving on the local drive
- modify local data only until the browser is closed
- prevent websites from setting cookies
- block cookies from third parties and data from sites
- Manage possible exceptions for specific Internet websites
To disable cookies on Mozilla Firefox
1.Open the Browser Mozilla Firefox
2.Click ‘Menu’ in the browser toolbar next to the ‘url’ window
3. Select ‘Options’
4.Select the panel ‘Privacy’
5.Click ‘Show Advanced Settings’
6.In the section ‘Privacy’ click ‘Content Settings’
7. In the section ‘Tracing’ it is possible to modify the following settings
concerning cookies:
- ask sites not to trace
- confirm your permission for being traced
- do not communicate any preferences
8.From the section ‘Chronology’:
- if you activate ‘Use personalized settings’ it is possible to select the option which
enables to accept cookies from third parties (‘always’, ‘from most visited websites’ or
‘never’) and to store them for a determined time
- remove the single stored cookies
To disable cookies on Internet Explorer
1.Open the Browser Internet Explorer
2.Click ‘Tools’ and select ‘Internet Options’
3.Click ‘Privacy’ and in the section ‘Settings’ you may:
- Block all cookies
- Allow all cookies
- Select the sites from which you accept to receive cookies: move the cursor in the
middle so that you do not block or allow all cookies, click ‘sites’, write the website
address in the specific box and then click ‘Block’ or ‘Allow’

To disable cookies on Safari OSX
1.Open the Browser Safari
2.Click ‘Safari’, select ‘Preferences’ and then ‘ Privacy’
3.In the section ‘Block Cookies’ specify as Safari shoul d accept cookies from
websites
To see the websites that have stored cookies click ‘Details’. For more information
visit the linked page
To disable cookies on Safari iOS
1.Open the Browser Safari iOS
2.Click ‘Settings’ and then ‘Safari’
3.Click ‘Block Cookies’ and select one of the different options:’Never’, ‘From third
parties and advertisers’, ‘Always’
4.To delete all cookies stored by Safari, click ‘Settings’, then ‘Safari’ and finally
‘Delete cookies and data’
To disable cookies on Opera
1. Open the Browser Opera
2.Click ‘Preferences’, then ‘Advanced’ and ‘Cookie’
3.Select one of the following options:
- Accept all cookies
- Accept cookies only from the website you are visiting: cookies from third parties or
from a different domain won’t be accepted
- Never accept cookies: all cookies will never be saved
For general information on cookies and on how to disable them you may visit the page:
http://www.aboutcookies.org/ o http://www.youronlinechoices.com/it/le-tue-scelte.
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